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over the new york shakespeare in the park production of julius After Anatevka: A Novel Inspired by "Fiddler on the 
Roof": 

0 of 0 review helpful The book believes in the power of love and faith in By Nanders This novel is written from the 
point of you of mercy The complexity of human morality is acknowledged though not judged An important distinction 
of right and wrong is still there but no human is written off as unworthy of being understood This point of view 
through the immense trials of the Siberian prison life holds a magnifying glass A sweeping historical novel in the 
grand tradition of Russian literature that imagines what happens to the characters of Fiddler on the Roof nbsp after the 
curtain falls The world knows well the tale of Tevye the beloved Jewish dairyman from the shtetl Anatevka of Tsarist 
Russia In stories originally written by Sholem Aleichem and then made world famous in the celebrated musical 
Fiddler on the Roof Tevye his wife Golde and ldquo This phenomenal story carries the light tone of the earlier musical 
and the vacillating light and dark moods of Russian literature all sensitively balanced with perfect timing A gorgeous 
captivating story that truly deserves the name of great histori 
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